indeed facilitate the sustained encoding of spatial goals (spatial memory). To test if PMd and PRR 120 differ in terms of local functional organization, we used cross correlation analysis to determine the 121 degree of synchronization within each of these two brain regions, as well as additional signal 122 analyses. We demonstrate substantial differences in neuronal synchronization patterns in both areas. 123
Differently connected neural networks in each of these two areas with characteristically different 124 signatures of neural synchrony could therefore contribute to the different function, despite similar 125 spatial motor goal tuning at the level of individual neurons. 126 127
Materials and Methods 128

Behavioral Task 129
Three adult male rhesus monkeys (Macaca Mullata) henceforth referred to as Monkeys A, S 130 and F, were trained in a memory-guided center-out reach task. We chose this task since both PRR 131
and PMd are well known to show sustained direction-selective responses during the movement 132 planning period of such task, and we wanted to test if neural synchronization differs in both areas 133 during such a prototypical sensorimotor task. The animals were seated in primate chairs 134 approximately 35-40 cm in front of a monitor which was used to display the stimuli (19 inch 135 ViewSonic LCD VX922). As illustrated in Figure 1A , a trial was initiated by the animals, by fixating a 136 small red square in the center of the screen (eye fixation tolerance, 2.0-4.0° VA diameter; 224 Hz CCD 137 camera; ET-49B; Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany) while touching an adjacent white square of 138 the same dimensions (hand fixation tolerance: 2.0-6.0° VA, touchscreen mounted directly in front of 139 the display monitor; IntelliTouch; ELO Sytems, CA). After a period of 500-2000ms (fixation period; 140 FIX), a peripheral spatial cue (white filled circle) was flashed on the screen for 200ms (cue period; 141 CUE) at one of four possible positions (0, 90, 180, 270°) with an eccentricity of 9 cm (14.5° VA) for 142 monkeys A and S or 8 cm (11.3° VA) for monkey F. The animals were simultaneously presented with 143 a green frame around the hand and eye fixation points to indicate that they should later reach 144 towards the peripheral spatial cue. For monkeys A and S, these direct reach or 'pro' trials were 145 randomly interleaved with 'anti' trials, in which an identical blue frame instructed the animal to later 146 reach to the diametrically opposite direction (Gail et al. 2009; Westendorff et al. 2010 ). However, 147 only data from the direct reach, 'pro' trials will be analyzed in this study, since these were also 148 available for monkey F. Following the presentation of the two cues the monkeys had to maintain 149 ocular and hand fixation for a further 800-2000ms (memory period; MEM). Next, a disappearance of 150 the hand fixation spot served as the go-signal (GO) and the animals had to reach towards the 151 previously instructed goal within a maximum of 800-1000ms (movement period; MOV; 3.0-7.4° VA 152 reach tolerance) and hold the goal for a further 100-300ms (feedback period; FDB). Visual feedback 153 was then provided in the form of a filled circle of the same dimensions as the spatial cue and the 154 same color as the frame. Eye fixation had to be maintained throughout the trial, failure resulting in 155 trial abortion. Liquid reward and auditory feedback indicated correct (high pitch tone, reward) or 156 incorrect (low pitch tone, no reward) trials. 157
Animal preparation 158
In preparation for neural recordings, all 3 monkeys were implanted with a titanium head 159 holder and two magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) compatible, recording chambers custom-fit to the 160 monkeys' skulls (3di, Jena, Germany). Chamber placement above PRR and PMd was guided by pre-161 surgical structural MRI ( Figure 1B ) and confirmed by post-surgical MRI. Sustained direction selective 162 neural responses during center-out reach planning under eye fixation were used as a physiological 163 confirmation of the regions of interest. Both chambers were implanted contralateral to the 164 handedness of the monkeys (monkey A, left hemisphere; monkey S and F, right hemispheres). 165
Horsley-Clarke coordinates of the chamber centers on the scull were as follows (all numbers in 166 millimeters). PRR_A: 8.5L x 9.5P, PRR_S: 6.0R x 10.0P, PRR_F: 7.0R x 13.0P, PMd_A: 13.5L x 19.8A, 167
PMd_S: 13.0R x 17A, PMd_F: 20R x 20A. All surgical and imaging procedures were conducted under 168 general anesthesia and in accordance with German laws governing animal use. Further details of 169 these procedures have been previously described (Gail et al. 2009 ). 170
Neural recordings 171
For extracellular recordings, between 3 and 5 glass coated tungsten-iridium microelectrodes 172 with impedances between 1 and 3 Mand horizontal inter-electrode separations of 300-1500 m, 173 were lowered in each cortical area through stainless steel guide tubes, using the 5-channel Eckhorn 174 mini-matrix system (Thomas Recording, Giessen, Germany). The inter-electrode separation and the 175 configuration of the matrix heads were identical across areas. Neural data was recorded using a 176
Plexon MAP recording system (Plexon Inc, Dallas, TX). Signals were initially pre-amplified (20×) before 177 they were band-pass filtered [0.7-300Hz for local field potentials (LFPs); 100Hz-8kHz for spiking data] 178 and amplified (50×). LFPs were digitized at 1kHz whereas the spiking data was stored as two separate 179 data types. Single unit spike waveforms as isolated during online spike sorting, but including part of 180 the background activity ("noise" cluster) were further amplified at gain 12-16× and digitized at 40 kHz 181 for the duration of 800 s and time-stamped whenever crossing a manual-set voltage threshold 182 (single-unit activity; SUA). These spike waveforms were then later sorted into individual clusters 183 using principal component analysis (PCA) using a time-resolved k-means cluster identification 184 algorithm with manual supervision using Plexon Offline Sorter. The inter-spike interval histograms 185 were monitored for each identified single unit cluster to ensure less than 0.01% of discharges 186 occurred within a 2 ms refractory period. In parallel, the broadband filtered time-continuous data 187 was digitized and stored at 20 kHz (multi-unit activity; MUA). In this paper we will refer to all putative 188 spikes extracted from the MUA signal via simple thresholding as 'events' (see following paragraph for 189 more information). The terms 'spikes' or 'neurons' will only be used in reference to single units 190 where offline spike sorting was performed to identify single unit spiking waveforms. 191
Extraction of multi-unit activity (MUA) 192
Threshold-crossing events were extracted from MUA data using a set of multiple variable 193 amplitude thresholds per trial. Each set of thresholds was variable in time to account for drifts in the 194 signal-to-noise ratio over the course of the recording. For each trial, the nearest neighboring trialsthat represented the three other reach directions were identified and a mean () and standard 196 deviation () of the voltage amplitude across all four trials were computed. Trials with reaches to all 197 different directions were combined to avoid systematically lowered amplitude thresholds during 198 trials with fewer events such as those in which the animal executed a reach to the non-preferred 199 direction. A set of 7 thresholds ( k ) was then defined for each trial using 200  Thus,  2 would imply a low amplitude threshold ("small" events) whereas  8 would be a high 201 amplitude threshold ("large" events). To detect the negative-going extracellular events, the minimum 202 value of each data segment that crossed this threshold was detected, time-stamped and defined as a 203
MUA event, as indicated in Figure 2A . For each channel of MUA data, 7 sets of putative spike events 204 were extracted per trial, each corresponding to one of the above thresholds  k . Note that the events 205 in these sets are not complementary, but rather each set included all events of the sets with the 206 higher index number, plus some additional lower amplitude events. The idea of these sets was to 207 achieve variable selectivity of the MUA signal in terms of how many neurons contribute to it. All of 208 the following analyses on pairwise correlations were performed on MUA events from different 209 channels and never between signals obtained from the same channel. 210
Different measures of correlation 211
In this study, the term 'correlations' was used to describe the relative timing between spikes 212 or events on two different spike trains (SUA or MUA channels). To ease reading, in this paragraph we 213 will only use the term "spikes" and "neuron", but the statements are also true for the "events" and 214 MUA channels. We used different types of correlations which will briefly be motivated here and 215 defined explicitly in the next section. Two independent spike trains with no common inputs should 216 fire independent of each other and the occurrence of spikes on one train should not influence the 217 probability of spikes on the other. However, if both neurons respond to the same stimulus in a 218 transient fashion, we might expect correlated spikes on both trains time-locked to the stimulus. Suchcorrelations are likely to be provoked by common input and consistent spike latencies in response to 220 the stimulus across trial repetitions in both areas. These correlations were termed stimulus-locked 221 correlations and since they do not imply mutual functional connectivity, care was taken to disregard 222 this type of correlation for assessing within-area functional network connectivity (shuffle predictor 223 subtraction; see below). 
Joint peri-stimulus histogram (JPSTH) and cross correlogram (CCG) construction 237
To measure synchrony and its temporal modulation, the joint peri-stimulus time histogram 238 (JPSTH) as first described by Aertsen and colleagues (Aertsen et al. 1989 ; Eggermont 1994) was 239 implemented. Briefly, pairs were constructed using simultaneously recorded spike trains from two 240 separate electrodes, and for each such train, the spike/event counts in each trial were binned in bins 241 of 10ms each. The correlation rjpsth for a given pair of time bins t1 and t2 was then calculated using, 242
where, N1 t1 and N2 t2 are the number of events on spike trains 1 and 2 in bins t1 and t2, respectively. 243 E is the expected value (mean) computed across all eligible trials and  1 and  2 are the mean firing 244 rates of each neuron/event over the entire analysis window and across trials ( produce surrogate spike trains which were identical to the original spike trains in terms of 267 spike/event count and slow co-variations, but for which synchrony occurring at a time scales smaller 268 than 50ms was artificially destroyed. Following such jittering, JPSTHs were calculated as described 269 above using the surrogates. For each spike train, n=1000 surrogates were generated resulting in an 270 equal number of JPSTHs. Averaging across all such JPSTHs, the mean surrogate JPSTH ( Figure 2C ) and 271 CCG ( Figure 2F ) were obtained. In the example, the mean surrogate CCG clearly captured the broad 272 increase noted in the raw CCG but lacked a zero lag narrow peak. The jitter-corrected JPSTH (Figure 273 cross-correlations should prevent such effects, we still tested whether such confounding effects 291 could be seen in our data. Our results show that this is not the case. Figure 3 shows the trial by trial 292 spike counts for all single and multi units over the course of their individual recording times for both 293 PRR and PMd in the last 500 ms of the memory period, converted into z scores. Overall, non-294 stationary spike rates were rare and no obvious differences were found between PRR and PMd. We 295 therefore rule out the possibility that differences in synchrony could arise from a systematic 296 difference in spike stationarity between areas. 297
To measure the temporal progression of synchrony, trials were aligned in time to either the 298 presentation of the visual cue or the go signal, respectively, before computing JPSTHs. The main 299 diagonal of the JPSTHs was then averaged across all significantly synchronized pairs for each brain 300 area. For each pair of neurons/channels and time bin, we then tested if this zero lag synchrony 301 deviated significantly from the mean synchrony of the same pair in a reference window (last 300ms 302 of the fixation period; one sided paired t-test). 303
Calculation of noise correlation (rsc) and signal correlation (rsignal) 304
To determine slow co-variations (rsc) we used a measure termed noise correlations which 305 has been previously used to quantify trial-by-trial co-fluctuations in the firing rate of two neurons 306 (Bair et al. 2001; Shadlen and Newsome 1998; Smith and Kohn 2008). The total spike count for each 307 neuron was calculated per trial for the analysis time window, in our case, the last 500 ms of the 308 memory period. Trials with spike counts greater than 3 standard deviations from the mean were 309 excluded (Zohary et al. 1994 ). This was done to reject trials with extremely high firing rates which 310 could be due to neuronal burst firing or other non-stationary signals and affected less than 1% of 311 trials in our data. The trial-by-trial spike counts for each reach direction were standardized (z-score) 312 as follows. 313
where x is the spike count for trial i having reach direction k, and E and  are the expected value 314 (mean) and standard deviation computed across all trials with reach direction k. The noise 315 correlation, rsc, for each reach direction k, was then calculated using 316
[ ] where N1 and N2 are the standardized spike counts for neurons 1 and 2 as described above, and E is 317 the expected value across all trials with that reach direction. To approximate a normal distribution, 318 the bounded rsc values for each reach direction were Fisher transformed: 319
( )
The mean of the Fisher-transformed correlation values across reach directions was then used as the 320 representative correlation value rsc for a given pair of neurons for further computations. 321
To determine the similarity of tuning between neurons we used the signal correlation 322 (rsignal) measure. For this, the mean spike counts for each neuron were obtained per reach direction 323 as described above and then the Pearson correlation coefficient was calculated for the two sets of 324 mean spike counts. The rsignal value simply indicates a correlation between two neurons' tuning 325 curves with an rsignal of 1 indicating identical tuning curves and an rsignal of -1 indicating tuning 326 curves shifted by 180°. rsignal values were also converted into z scores according to Equation 6 . 327
Analysis of local field potentials (LFPs) 328
To measure the spectrum of the LFPs, trials were aligned to the presentation of the go signal 329 and the amplitude density spectra of the LFP signals then calculated using the Fast Fourier Transform 330 (FFT) with a Hamming window for the 500ms prior to the go cue after subtracting the mean 331 amplitude. Spike field coherence within each area was computed using the Neuran Chronux toolbox 332 in Matlab (Jarvis and Mitra 2001). Briefly, trials were aligned either to the visual cue presentation or 333 the go signal and a multi-taper window technique was used with sliding windows of 400ms lengthadvanced every 10ms. Spike field coherence was always tested for all possible combinations of 335 spikes on one electrode and the LFP on another electrode. The spike field coherence values for PRR 336 and PMd were compared using a non-parametric Wilcoxon rank sum test and the p values corrected 337 for multiple comparisons, resulting from the different sliding time windows, using the Bonferroni 338 method. 339
Calculation of peristimulus time histograms (PSTH's) 340
Peri-stimulus time histograms or PSTH's were calculated as follows. For each reach direction 341 all trials for SUA or MUA activity were used to calculate separate PSTHs by convolving each spike with 342 a causal kernel resembling an EPSP which was defined as follows 343 period and the visual cue presentation, firing rates in both areas were tuned to the reach direction in 367 sustained fashion throughout the memory period, followed by a rapid increase during movement 368 before collapsing to pre-stimulus fixation period values. Importantly, the similarity of the population 369 PSTH's in both areas rules out biases in firing rate that could potentially confound a comparative 370 analysis of synchronization between both areas. In Monkey F, the SUA data shows lower firing rate in 371
PMd compared to PRR already during the baseline fixation period. However, despite this difference, 372 as will be shown later, our results on synchronization are consistent across all three monkeys. 373
Stronger synchrony in PRR than PMd 374
Using JPSTH's and CCGs, we first quantified the incidence of synchrony and its strength 375 within both cortical regions in the MUA data of monkeys S and F for the last 500ms of the memory 376 period. We chose this time window for our first analysis, since directional selective reach goal 377 encoding typically is most prominent during this trial period in both brain areas. showed an oscillatory pattern reminiscent of Monkey F's MUA data ( Figure 5) . 408
The auto-correlogram functions calculated for all the above datasets showed similar features 409 such as decay rates between both brain areas (data not shown). This strengthens the notion that the 410 differences in the observed CCGs were not confounded by differing spike firing characteristics in each 411 area but rather a true reflection of synchronized firing of neural ensembles in PRR, not PMd. 412
In summary, the comparative quantification of synchrony in PRR and PMd revealed several 413 differences. First, the incidence of synchrony was significantly higher in PRR than in PMd. Second, the 414 strength of synchrony was also significantly larger in PRR than in PMd. Third, these findings were 415 consistent across monkeys and signal types analyzed, although the effects were stronger and 416 therefore, easier to quantify for MUA data with low-amplitude thresholds. Taken together, these 417 results indicate that PRR neurons are often synchronized, whereas PMd neurons are typically not. It 418 should further be noted that although the firing rate in the SUA dataset for Monkey F was different 419 between PRR and PMd, this did not affect the robust synchrony results in this particular dataset. 420
The thresholds of  2 =-2 and  3 =-3 showed the largest incidences of synchronization in 421 both monkeys, whereas the number of synchronized pairs in the SUA data lacked statistical power, 
Modulation of synchrony by cognitive state 428
Given the difference in synchronization between PRR and PMd during motor planning, we 429 wanted to test how strongly the observed synchrony is related to the cognitive requirements of thebehavioral task. For this, we tested whether the synchronization within PRR varied as a function of 431 the different task epochs. This was achieved by analyzing the modulation of zero-lag correlation over 432 time (Figure 7) . 433 First, and quite surprisingly, the difference in synchrony between PRR and PMd was not 434 restricted to a particular epoch of the trial. For example, during the memory period during which 435
PMd and PRR typically show substantially higher firing rates compared to baseline with sustained 436 motor-goal tuning (Fig. 4) , synchrony was at a comparable level as in the fixation period when no 437 task-specific instructions had yet been presented. In both the fixation and the memory periods 438 synchrony in PRR was higher than in PMd. These results indicate that synchrony in PRR is higher than 439 in PMd even before the fronto-parietal reach network engages in task-specific reach planning. We 440 therefore suspect that the differences in synchrony are due to differences in the inherent neural 441 network properties of the two areas. 442
Second, during the course of the trial, the synchronization within PRR was modulated by the 443 occurrence of transient events, but not by different trial epochs with instructed waiting periods for 444 the monkey (Figure 7 , A, C). This de-synchronization was apparent immediately following the visual 445 cue stimulus and around the time the monkey initiated the reach. The level of synchronization after 446 both transient events was significantly lower than the mean synchronization during fixation (one-447 sided paired t-test, p<0.01; Figure 7 , dotted lines). In monkey S, the de-synchronization was a 448 transient phenomenon after both events, whereas in monkey F it was more emphasized after both 449 events and sustained after the hand release. By comparison, PMd synchronization remained at a low 450 baseline level showing almost no modulation except for a small significant upward trend following 451 cue presentation (Figure 7, B,D) . From this, it is clear that synchronization is modulated transiently by 452 changes in cognitive states such as during cue presentation and movement execution, hence our 453 measure is sensitive to changes. Yet, all "hold" states in which the monkeys kept a certain behavioral 454 state and awaited the next instruction yielded basically the same pattern of synchronization 455 strengths across both areas, independent of the type of hold state. Given the synchronization in PRR and the elevated power in LFP- we tested whether the 465 spiking in this area had a systematic dependency on the LFP oscillations in this frequency range. In 466 agreement with our hypothesis, we found spike-field coherence between PRR spikes and LFP from 467 different electrodes within the same cortical area (Figure 8 .B,E). In both monkeys, this spike-field 468 coherence was significantly stronger in PRR than PMd, as measured by a Wilcoxon rank sum test 469 after correcting for multiple comparisons using the Bonferroni method (Figure 8 B, E) . The temporal 470 modulations of this spike-field coherence, especially the decrease in coherence following the visual 471 cue and also the go-signal, closely parallel temporal modulations in spike correlation shown above 472 (Figure 7) . Notably, in both monkeys, the de-synchronization in PRR during movement is preceded by 473 a transient increase in spike-field coherence in PMd in the low frequency range (<15Hz; Figure 8C,F) . 474 Second, the difference in spike-field coherence between the two areas was present even in the 475 fixation period similar to that observed with differences in spike synchrony. Third, the monkey with 476 the stronger synchrony (monkey F) also showed a stronger power in the LFPs as well as stronger 477 spike-field coherence. 478
Differences in LFP power between PRR and PMd and its co-variation with spike synchrony
In summary, the LFP data support the view that local ensembles of neurons synchronize in 479 PRR but not PMd, especially during working memory phases of instructed delay. 480 Figure 9 shows the noise 500 correlations between MUA activity recorded from different channels as a function of their signal 501 correlation. In PRR, in both monkeys, there was a significant positive correlation between these two 502 variables indicating that MUA signals with similar tuning properties on average showed a stronger 503 spike-rate co-variation with each other than signals with dissimilar tuning (Figure 9. A,D) . In contrast, 504
MUA channels with similar motor-goal tuning show stronger noise correlations in PRR
there was no such relationship consistently present in PMd, indicating that noise correlation in PMd 505 did not depend on tuning similarity. Consequently, the Spearmann's correlation coefficient between 506 noise and signal correlation was higher in PRR than in PMd (Figure 9 .B, E) at most thresholds. Thesignificant positive noise correlation in PRR and its absence in PMd could be seen across several 508 threshold levels (Figure 9 . B-F). This means that more reliably in PRR, but less so in PMd, neurons 509 with similar tuning properties co-vary in firing rate, which indicates common or mutual connectivity, 510 equivalent to previous observations made by other investigators in V1. 511 512 Discussion 513
In this study, cross correlation analysis on spike trains recorded simultaneously from the 514 parietal area, PRR and the frontal area PMd, show markedly different patterns of neural 515 synchronization within each of these two areas indicating different local functional organization. 516
First, neural synchronization was significantly stronger and more prevalent in PRR than in PMd. 517
Second, synchronization strength was significantly stronger in PRR during 'hold' states, including the 518 fixation period when the animal had to maintain the current status. Third, synchronization was 519 selectively disrupted during transition phases from one motor plan to another. Fourth, local field 520 potentials in PRR exhibited significantly stronger power in the -range (12-30Hz) in PRR than in PMd 521 and were highly coherent with surrounding spiking activity. Finally, MUA channels with similar 522 preferred directions showed stronger noise correlations than channels with dissimilar tuning in PRR 523 but not in PMd. Taken together these results indicate that PRR, but not PMd, has a functional 524 organization reminiscent of organized sensory cortical areas where similar neurons form neural 525 ensembles that synchronize preferentially with each other. Additionally, due to its temporal 526 evolution over the course of a trial, we speculate that the synchronized and oscillatory activity in PRR 527 might serve the sustaining of spatial working memory in the context of motor planning, while this is 528 not the case in PMd. In support of this hypothesis, we observed a clear temporal structure of the synchronization 586 in PRR, with on average stronger neural coupling during 'hold' states in which the monkeys needed 587 to maintain the current memory and motor status, and weak neural coupling during transition 588 phases in which monkeys needed to update their spatial memory and motor plan. This raises the 589 possibility that the synchronization observed in PRR might be related to the maintenance of a motor 590 plan which in the task design used here, includes a sustained prospective spatial encoding of the 591 intended reach endpoint. This plan could be without spatial translation of the hand, like keeping the 592 hand still during initial fixation, or including a spatially specified reach plan like during the instructed 593 delay after cue presentation. Synchronization stays high until the plan needs to be updated according 594 to an instruction stimulus (de-correlation after cue presentation) or due to movement initiation (de-595 correlation during movement period). The phasic change in local synchrony in PMd and PRR could 596 reflect neural mechanisms underlying the transition from one synchronized 'hold' state to another 597 synchronized 'hold' state with a corresponding update of the spatial working memory content. 598
In addition to synchrony during 'hold' states, some datasets also show an additional 599 oscillatory pattern in the cross correlograms recorded from PRR in the  range (15 to 35 Hz, Monkey 600 F MUA and SUA data; Figure 5D and 6E, respectively, Monkey A SUA data; Figure 6F ). It is therefore 601 not surprising that this difference in oscillations between PRR and PMd manifests itself as a 602 difference in the LFP power in the  range ( Figure 8A In this study, we use both SUA as well as MUA signals to extract information about neural 620 synchrony as evidenced by the zero lag correlations observed in jitter-corrected correlograms. 621 Importantly, our main finding, the striking difference in synchrony between the two areas, PRR and 622
PMd, is independent of the signal type studied. Nevertheless, we choose to focus on the MUA signals 623 for further analysis of correlated activity such as the temporal evolution of synchrony. which we discuss here. First, the possibility remains that a fundamental difference in the composition 668 of the MUA signal in the two different areas could account for the differences observed in 669 synchronization. We however doubt this given the differences in correlation which were observed in 670 both SUA as well as MUA data. Second, it should be reiterated that the same type of electrodes and 671 spatial electrode configurations (distances) were used to record from each area and the 672 micromanipulators were repeatedly interchanged between areas and across monkeys. Differences in 673 correlation cannot be explained by such trivial biases in the data. Third, we cannot preclude the 674 possibility that some unique aspect of PMd architecture (for example spacing of hypothetical cortical 675 columns) might lead to a difference in observed synchrony. But this would manifest a difference in 676 local functional organization in accordance with our conclusions, rather than marking a confound. 677 greater than 100 ms. Dashed lines indicate confidence intervals calculated using the standard 
